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SUMMARY

Magnetization data have been obtained for two
manganous salts. Analyses of these data for manganous
chloride tetrahydrate and manganous bromide tetra-
hydrate have been carried out by (1) plotting magnetic
moments against H/T and observing nonsuperposition
of magnetic moment isotherms, (2) construction of
Brillouin curves from the saturation magnetization
and determining graphically the departures of the
moments from the Brillouin moments; from these
departures, we obtain molecular fields, Van Vleck
antiferromagnetic exchange coe%cients and exchange
energy densities, (3) plotting magnetic moments against

4

temperature for fixed fields and determining geomet-
rically the transition temperatures corresponding to
these fields; this leads to antiferromagnetic transition
boundary curves which separate the regions of spon-
taneous antiparallel alignment from the paramagnetic
regions and, (4) subjecting the Van Vleck model for
simple antiferromagnetics to critical examination which
consisted in plotting magnetic moment against the
Van Vieck parameter, (Hs pM)/T—; this showed that
the model for simple antiferromagnetics gives a quanti-
tative evaluation of the magnetic moment for the
group of points in the H-T plane which lie outside the
antiferromagnetic transition boundary.
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The consideration of electron transitions between valence band, conduction band, and traps as presented
by Randall and Wilkins' theory of luminescence growth is extended by including terms which take into
account the emptying of traps by an electric field and the draining off of electrons by field-induced, non-
radiative transitions. The result of the mathematical analysis corresponds to effects observed in a ZnS
phosphor, embedded in a dielectric matrix, under the inQuence of a periodic electric field while continuously
excited by ultraviolet radiation. These are a momentary illumination, an extinguishing effect, and the
superposition of a ripple with twice the frequency of the field, whose amplitude decreases with increasing
frequency. Some further observations are discussed qualitatively, utilizing the following assumptions:
the draining effect ceases after some time; at low frequencies and for dc fields, a current effect counteracts
the draining effect.

INTRODUCTION

HE inhuence of an electric field on luminescence
can be expected to reveal fundamental properties

«phosphors. However, in spite of much experimental
research in this field, or rather because of the abundance
of complex results, the understanding of these processes
is still very limited. The present paper attempts a
theoretical approach to one particular electrolumi-
nescence effect, the change of light output of a continu-
ously excited phosphor by alternating electric 6elds.

The observations referred to may be briefly summar-
ized as follows A ZnS(Cu) phosphor, embedded in a
dielectric matrix and excited to equilibrium output, is
subjected to a sinusoidal electric field while the excita-
tion continues. Then a momentary illumination
("electrically stimulated luminescence" =electric stimu-
lation) is followed by an extinguishing effect ("electric
quenching"). After this, the light output recovers

* Presented at the Rochester Meeting of the American Physical
Society, June, 1953 LPhys. Rev. 92, 846 (1953)$. A preliminary
account appeared in Naturwiss 40, 239 (1953).' G. Destriau and J. Mattler, J.phys. et radium 11, 529 (1950);
F. Matossi and S. Nudelman, Phys. Rev. 89, 660 (1953).Similar
results for decaying phosphors are reported by K. W. Olson,
Phys. Rev. 92, 1323 (1953).

slowly to a new equilibrium ("intermediate recovery").
Cutting the field oG may stimulate a second momentary
illumination ("cut-off stimulation" ), after which the
original equilibrium is finally attained again ("final
recovery") .

The essential features of the observations are sche-
matically illustrated in Fig. i and Fig. 2. The large
time scale of Fig. 2 reveals the superposition, upon the
"basic effect" of Fig. i, of a periodic "ripple" whose

frequency is twice the frequency of the field. The
amplitude of this ripple decreases with increasing

FIG. 1. Basic effect, schematical. I= luminescent output;
t = time (in order of minutes); a: field on; b: field off; 0 .. ultraviolet
on; c: electric stimulation; d: electric quenching; e: intermediate
recovery; f:cut-off stimulation; g: 6nal recovery at high ( )
and at low (-————) frequencies.
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Randall and Wilkins' seemed to be a reasonable
starting point of a theoretical analysis.

, ~gs t i vypy
FIG. 2. Region c and d of Fig. 1 in large time scale. Ripple

superimposed on basic effect, schematical. 2' 2w/ro, e = frequency
of field.

frequency at high frequencies. At low frequencies (&o

about 200 cps), the amplitude reaches a maximum.
The time for reaching the peak of the electric stimu-

lation is of the order of magnitude of a few periods of
the field. It decreases, therefore, with increasing fre-
quency. The minimum is reached very slowly compared
to the time for the peak, but fast compared to the time
of the intermediate recovery, which is of the order of
magnitude of the growth time of the phosphor.

Phase shifts between field and ripple have not yet
been measured, but observations with a decaying
phosphor' seem to indicate that phase shifts exist and
that they depend on frequency.

At low frequencies, up to several hundreds of cps,
some of the results may have been inAuenced by
"polarization eGects" since dc experiments showed
that a dc field ceases to be effective after about 1/100
of a second. No quenching was observed in a dc field.

It may be pointed out that the qualitative features
of the above described observations seem to be a quite
general property of ZnS and related phosphors. (Our
own experiments refer to a DuPont ZnS-phosphor.
No. 1300 prepared as described previously' and excited
by a dc ultraviolet source. ) Only the quantitative
details vary from sample to sample. This is in particular
so for the eGects at field removal, while for "field on"
the observations of diferent investigators with diferent
substances agree very well. For phosphors of short
persistence, the stimulation eGects are not observed,
but only quenching. ' Phosphors of very low conduc-
tivity do not show the quenching, but only Gudden-
Pohl Gashes. ' The chemical composition of most of the
phosphors used is not known exactly. But the interpre-
tation presented here is independent of any specific
contents of impurities.

The observations shall be related to the band model
of sulfide phosphors. Because of the empirical relation-
ship between the intermediate recovery and the growth
curve, the theory of the growth curve, as given by

' G. Destriau and J. Mattler, J. phys. et radium 13, 205 (1952).' G. Destriau, J. Appl. Phys. 25, 66 (I954).' G. Dechkne, J. phys. et radium 9, 109 (1938}.

BASIC ASSVMPTIONS

As usual, the properties of the phosphor will be
described by the distribution of electrons among the
filled or valence band, the conducting band, and the
traps. The electrons are excited by external radiation
from emission centers in the valence band. For the
purpose of this analysis, it is not necessary to consider
separate impurity levels near the valence band.

The number of electrons in the conduction band may
be designated by E; the number of traps, which is
considered to be constant, by e; and the number of
empty emission centers, by m. All these numbers refer
to unit volume. Then the following equations govern
the number of electrons in the conduction band and the
number of empty traps (n m+N—):

dN/dt= rt A iNm —AsN(n —m+N)—,

d(n ns+N)—/dt= d(ns N)—/dt-
= —~,N(n —~+N).

These equations are essentially identical with those
of Randall and Wilkins. ' A~ and A~ are two constants
of the nature of transition probabilities, which, accord-
ing to Randall and Wilkins, are of the same order of
magnitude. q is the number of electrons transferred per
unit time to the conduction band by the exciting energy.
The equations take into account the spontaneous
transitions from the conduction band to the valence
band or to the traps, assuming a "bimolecular" type of
recombination. ' But spontaneous (thermal) transitions
from the traps to the conduction band are not included.
Their explicit consideration is not necessary here, since
we are not interested in temperature effects. With
Randall and Wilkins, we assume E to be small com-
pared with e and ns, and the total number of centers
to be larger than the number of traps. Equilibrium is
reached if m=m.

The electric field disturbs this equilibrium. It seems
to be reasonable to assume the following possibilities
for the action of the field:

(a) The field may empty the traps. This would add
a term of the form e~ cosgt~ in both Eqs. (1). e is some
function of the amplitude of the field strength' Ep. It
is further assumed to be proportional to m —E, the

5 J.T. Randall and M. H. F. Wilkins, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London)
A184, 390 11945).

6 There is doubt whether the recombination is strictly of second
order. But the applicability of a bimolecular approximation in
the case of a phosphor during excitation seems to be assured also
if other processes are assumed for the description of the decaying
phosphor. See, e.g., D. Curie, Ann. phys. 7, 746 (j.952).

The field is assumed to be E=Ep cosset. There may be a
phase shift between the applied field and its e6'ect on the traps,
which is not considered here. It would not acct the essential
results.
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number of filled traps. It may or may not be propor-
tional to E, depending on whether the emptying of
traps is due to collisions with conduction electrons
accelerated by the field or to processes independent of
the conduction electrons. That collision processes may
indeed' be responsible for the excitation of electro-
luminescence effects, has recently been discussed by
Curie' who removed one of the di6iculties in under-
standing these processes for the low fields that appar-
ently are eGective in producing electroluminescence.
But it is not necessary to specify the model in this
respect since the particular form of a=e(EO, N) is
immaterial. This gives the treatment the character of a
phenomenological description rather than that of a
specific physical interpretation. Similar considerations
apply also to the other terms discussed hereafter.

Because the eGect of the field is supposed not to
depend on its direction, the absolute value of cosset

appears in the additional term. This may safely be
approximated by cos'+t, in order to simplify the mathe-
matical treatment. To be sure, there are directional
effects observed, insofar as the cathode side of the
phosphor seems to be the main seat of the phenomena. '
However, the observations combine the light output of
both surfaces of the phosphor, which alternately
become cathodes.

(b) The mathematical analysis reveals that we have
to introduce a term —p cos'(a&t+ y) in the equation for
dN/dt and that this term, which describes a loss of
conduction electrons, must appear also as a loss of
empty centers if results agreeing with experiment shall
be obtained. Therefore, the term introduced here should
be formally interpreted as describing "field-induced
nonradiative transitions. " Although again it is not
necessary to think of a particular mechanism as the
cause of the effect assumed here, we may imagine that
the field drains conduction electrons to the surface
where they may undergo nonradiative transitions to
empty surface centers. Nonradiative transitions which
would possibly occur also without the field are neg-
lected. They are considered to be in equilibrium, not
contributing to the net changes of electrons by the
field. Formally, they may be included in the p term.

The terms discussed above are sufhcient to describe
the ripple and the basic curve up to the beginning of
the intermediate recovery. The other observations will

be discussed in more general terms using the results of
the analysis of the better understood parts of the eGect
as a frame of reference. This will lead to some additional
information about the relative importance of the several
terms during different stages of the eGect. The uncer-
tainty that will remain in the interpretation of the
later parts of the basic curve does not aGect the main
results for the other parts of the observed eGects.

D. Curie, J. phys. et radium 13, 317 (1952).' W. W. Piper and F. E. Williams, Phys. Rev. 87, 151 (1952).

and obtain
Z= A ~(p cos2cot+q sin2&ot),

~2 p2+g2
4M'A y'ts'+ M'm'L16Q)'y A y'A g'N2pL' j

[16(g +4(g'A g'nz'+ A g'(A 2 Ag)'N'tn']'—

q/p = (4(u' AgA 2N—m)/2coA gm

o measures the amplitude of the ripple; q/p, the phase
shift against the field (or more accurately, against
cos2(o/) .

For small frequencies, we have

ao = E A2 GD /(A2 AJ) ApN p (1f AJWA2);

0 0' ——e'N'/16(o', (if A, =A,); (4a)

(g/p) p
———A 2N/2a).

For large frequencies,

0„'=e'mP/16(o', (q/p) =2(o/A zm. (4b)

From this, we see that for very large and for very
low frequencies as well, p disappears, so that there
should be a phase shift of &90' against cos2cot. In
between, at a certain critical frequency coo, the phase

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

According to the foregoing section, we have the
following equations:

dN/dt= g A,—Nm A2—N(n m+—N)
+e cos'o&t —P cos'(cot+ q), (2)

dm—/dt+ dN/dt = A—2N (e m—+N)+ e cos'cqt.

The emitted intensity is given by

I=AgÃm,

if, as mentioned before, we assume the recombination
process as "bimolecular. "

We put N=NO+6, m=mo+6, I=ID+i with Io
=AyNpwo )except in E= 6( Nomp) and p= p(No szo)g,
where No and mo shall satisfy the original Eqs. (1). 6
and 6 are small deviations from the values Eo and mo,

respectively, caused by the field. We assume that
equilibrium is reached before the field is applied, so
that mo=m. For Io, No, and mo, we write again I, N,
and m, respectively, in all succeeding equations.

We omit terms quadratic in 6 and 5, and utilize the
conditions S«e, S«m, m=e. The solution obtained
for 6, 8, and i = A~(N5+mA) by standard and straight-
forward methods consists of a part i that is periodic
with frequency 2~ and a nonperiodic part S. We take
up first the periodic part, which after a sufficient time
is the only one remaining, apart from a constant. It
corresponds, of course, to the ripple. We give the result
for the periodic solution only for the case P=O, which
is the only important one, as the discussion will show.
See the general result in the Appendix.

Ke write
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shift is zero. This critical frequency is given by

top= —,
' (A tA ~its) '.

The amplitude decreases with 1/tp if At=As. Or, if
AIAA2, it may show a maximum at another critical
frequency co, which is given by the equation

tp'+ (1/4) tp'A tsnP+ (1/16)pp'A $1Pm'(6A s—3A t)
—(1/64) ppsA t4Ã'nz4 (A ps+ 2A ts —4A tA s)

—(1/256) A t4A sscV'm4(A s—A )'= 0. (6)

cp,. depends on the ratio At/As. For At=2As, for
instance, we have cp ——,'At(Xm)*'.

We now turn to the unperiodic part of the solution.
The constants are determined so that 2=0 and 8=0
for t=0. We have

s-+ [& A&Nt
&
——Azmtj

+&&[(Q/~) (] e—&y&~) (1 e
—+gmt)$ (7)

in which the same approximations as before are applied,
and where yt= se(A$/As) ps=//2.

The first term yields an intensity curve like that
shown as curve "a" in Fig. 3. Its maximum occurs at

t, = (1/A tm) 1n(m/cV).

The second term is also shown, as curve "b." It gives
an extinguishing e8ect if p, ~ is positive. The minimum
of that curve is at tp=2t, . It is much less pronounced
than the maximum of the e term.

The superposition of both terms gives a curve with
either one maximum only, near t„or one minimum
only, near tp, depending on the ratio ps/pt. The time

of the extreme value of z is given by

m (ps/pt) —1
1 =(1/Atm) ln—

Ã (les/mpt) —1

If the e term prevails, we obtain curves like those
shown as c or c in Fig. 3, which are similar to those

0'.190
t

FIG. 3. Theoretical curves for basic effect. e: emptying effect
in arbitrary units; b: draining-off effect; c:resultant effect (u+-,'b);
c'. resultant e8ect (a+~b); E/m=1/10.

obtained experimentally for times before the inter-
mediate recovery.

DISCUSSION

1. Effects vrith Field "On"

From the results of the previous section, it is obvious
that the general features of the observations are ade-
quately described qualitatively, at least with respect
to electrical stimulation, quenching, and ripple. The
details depend, of course, on the numerical values of
the controlling parameters, about which not much is
known accurately enough '0

Vice versa, the results, particularly the expressions
for the different critical frequencies or for the time aI;

which the peak of the basic curve occurs, might be
utilized to obtain better information about these
parameters. In comparing the experimental and theo-
retical results, however, the interference of polarization
effects has to be taken into account. This particularly
applies to the ripple amplitude, where the maximum
of o. that is actually observed, probably has nothing to
do with the maximum required by Eq. (6).

The results are derived for sinusoidal fields. One may
think of discussing the eGect of nonsinusoidal fields on
the same basis applying Fourier analysis to the field
and using for every component equations corresponding
to Eq. (3). Actually, the results obtained by this
method are at variance with the observations with
square wave fields, " because the effective field is not
identical with the applied field. Also in the sinusoidal
case, of course, these fields will be diferent, but both
can be supposed to be sinusoidal, and this is sufFicient
for the applicability of the results of the previous
section.

We now want to discuss some more details of the
observations in the light of the results gained above.
As mentioned before, the unperiodic part of the theo-
retical solution agrees reasonably well with the shape
of the basic curve as seen in the large time scale of
Fig. 2. However, the observed minimum, as seen in

Fig. 1, is obviously noI; described by this theory. This
leads to the hypothesis that the draining-off eGect is

eGective only over a certain time range. Formally,
this interpretation can be expressed by admitting thaI;

ps in Eq. (7) is time dependent. " It may be imagined
that after a certain number of 6eld-induced non-

radiative transitions has occurred, the available empty
surface centers are filled, so that no further transitions

"Estimates of A1 and A2 differ within several orders of magni-
tude Lace, e.g;., F. Stoecicmann, Naturwiss 39, 246 (1952)] and
the same can be said about the ratio A&/A2. We have followed
the data of Randall and Wilkins with A2—A1. If other data
should be preferred, there would be no formal difhculty in solving
the Eqs. (2). The fundamental results will not differ very much
from those of our approximations. Equations (16) and (17) of
the Appendix may serve as an example for this statement."S. Nudelman (unpublished)."It can be considered as "slowly variable, " so that P may be
retained as a constant in Eq. (2).
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of this kind will take place. Any nonradiative transitions
that would occur from this time on are considered to be
in equilibrium and are, therefore, neglected as being
immaterial, just as we have neglected such transitions
from the beginning. The phosphor can now be con-
sidered as a "modified" one whose continued excitation
would yield a growth curve like the original one but
starting from another level and reaching another equi-
librium. A more detailed picture of this phase of the
basic curve would be premature. "But it may be said
that, after equilibrium is reached, only the e eGect
would remain, so that Eq. (3) and (6) or Eq. (16) of
the Appendix may safely be used for the description
of the ripple.

According to the observations, t increases with
decreasing frequency. In view of Eq. (9), this would
mean that also p2/p, q decreases with decreasing fre-
quency. The contribution of the P effect should, there-
fore, become less important at low frequencies. This
would be in agreement with the observation that in

~ dc fields no quenching at all could be observed. A
possible mechanism for this decrease of p, 2 at low
frequencies will be discussed farther below.

If the phosphor contains only few traps or none at
all (phosphors of short persistence), we do not expect
the e eGect to be present, which is in accordance with
observations. ' Of course, for any specific phosphor, even
of long persistence, p2/p& may be so large that the e

effect would not be manifest. On the other hand, the
extinguishing eGect may be weaker or even be absent if
the conductivity is low, which would explain Dechene's
statement. 4

2. Effects at Field. "Off"

While so far the discussion seems to be on reasonably
6rm ground and has led to additional information about
the presumed actions of the field, the electrolumi-
nescence efFects at removing the field, i.e., the second
momentary illumination followed by the final recovery,
can be treated in very general terms only. The inter-
pretation suggested is as follows.

Removing the external field restores the "modified
phosphor" to its original properties, and the final
recovery is the growth curve of the phosphor from the
intermediate equilibrium to the origina1 one. If there
is no competing eGect, the intensity will rise gradually,
as it is observed at low frequencies (see the dotted
curve of Fig. 1). Apparently, at such frequencies, this
recovery is the only process taking place.

The momentary illumination which is observed at
higher frequencies must then be due to another process.
We may assume that there are, in the average, more
electrons in the conduction band while the field is
applied. These excess electrons may partly be due to
those electrons that fail to recombine with the more or

"The complexity of the processes involved during the inter-
mediate recovery can also be seen from the discussion of the Geld
and temperature dependence of the intermediate equilibrium by
Destriau and Mattler (see reference 1).

less localized holes because these electrons are moved
by the field too fast across the region of a hole; partly
they may be polarization charges piled up by the field
near the surface; partly they may be produced by an
effect considered by Kromer, " who showed that the
tilting of the boundaries of the conduction band by the
6eld results in an increase of the electron density. The
polarization eGect is probably the main contribution
to the number of excess electrons. If the external 6eld
is removed, the excess electrons are released for transi-
tions, producing a luminescent Rash."

But why does this effect not operate at lower fre-
quencies, where no cut-o8 stimulation is observed? It
is remarkable in this respect that this stimulation
diminishes with decreasing frequency faster than the
first stimulation and the quenching do. More light on
this problem may be shed by discussing some results
with dc fields described presently.

The most significant result of the application of a dc
Geld was the production of excess illumination only,
without any trace of a quenching effect. The initial
excess output gradually decreased with a time constant
in the order of magnitude of several hundredths of a
second. No Rash at removal of the field occurred. The
fading oG may easily be ascribed to polarization eGects
of some kind which need not be specified. But if we
remember that the quenching eGect could still be
observed at 60 cps, we would expect that the dc field,
although fading out, would last long enough to give at
least some indication of the P effect if there was one
at all at o)=0.

This contradiction may be reconciled with our picture
if we assume that for co=0 the loss of electrons by the
draining-oG eGect is compensated by electrons drawn
into the phosphor from the electrodes, maintaining a
constant electron density or a constant current. Thus,
the draining eGect would be made ineGective, while the
emptying eGect remains. Moreover, this "current
effect" would also remove all excess electrons so that
cutting the 6eld oG will not have any eGect.

The existence of currents is, of course, not surprising
in a semiconductor. But what is important in relation
to the problem discussed here is the possibility of
drawing electrons oG or into the phosphor particle. At
low frequencies, this will be a source for compensating
any electron losses or excesses at one place by contri-
butions from other, more distant parts of the phosphor.
At higher frequencies, however, the current does not
have this far-reaching eGect.

The current eGect acts in addition to any polarization
effects (effects caused by more or less localized space
charges that diminish the effective field) which alone
would yield only a gradual decrease of all luminescence

"H. Kromer, Z. Physik 134, 435 (1953).
'~The interpretation of experiments with electroluminescent

Sylvania lamps leads to the same conclusion. See F. Matossi and
S. Nudelman, Helv. Phys. Acta 26, 573 {1953) and D. Curie,
J..phys. et radium 14, 672 (1953).
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phenomena because of the decreased eRective field, but
not a selective action on some of them. It may be easily
understandable that the combination of the two eRects
will have diRerent results for the quenching and for the
cut-oR stimulation because of the different origin which
we assumed for these two phenomena (field-induced
nonradiative transitions and release of excess electrons,
respectively). Furthermore, we understand that the
individual behavior of a specific phosphor is governed
by the relative importance of the several field actions
considered above. This may depend on the specific
contents of impurities and the method of preparation.

Whatever the correct interpretation of the eRects at
"field oR" may be, it will probably not invalidate the
conclusions reached for the stimulating and quenching
eRects at the beginning of the actions of the electric
field. As the essential result of these considerations,
therefore, it may be stated that trap emptying and
inducing nonradiative transitions are the main actions
of an electric field causing the phenomena observed in
some ZnS-phosphors while under the simultaneous
inhuence of the field and excitation by radiation.
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APPENDIX

The diRerential equations for 6 and 6 have the form

db/dt= aA+bb+c+d cos2cvt+f sin2&vt,
(12)

dD/dt= aD+gb+k+k cos2ut+f sin2&ut,

with

a= —
Agent) b= —AgE, c= —2P, d= —2P cos2(p,

f= ,'P sin2p, g=-(A2 —Ag).V, k= (e—P)/2,
k= i(e—p cos2p).

The general solution can be written as

8=A+B~e&"+B2e&"+Ccos2~t+D sin2~t,
(13)6=A'+B 'e»'+B2'e»'+C' cos2(at+ D' sin2cgt,

In our approximation we have

pg= —A gm, pg= —A g)V, (14)

p= —6e(o'A ~lV/M') q= 2e(2aP —A PiV'co)/M',

M'= (4(u'+2A 'V')' (16)

(&/2) (e A»vt e—2Ai&t) (P/2)
—(1 e

—2Aq¹) (1 P)

if A2 is not too different from A~.
For the periodic part of the solution we have

i = A ~(p cos2~t+q sin2a&t),

with

p=iVC+mC', q=tVD+mD',

and

C= (1/M) $ S~3f —4(a' (a—k+ bd)

+2~ja(b g)+a—'(b g) (k ——d)],
C' = (1/M) [ Scu—"'f 4cu—'(ak+ gd)

—2cofb(b —g) —ak(b —g)'],
D = (d/2or) —(1/2(v M) LS(o'f(a+b)

+4(u' (a'k+ abk+ adg+ b'd) +a'd (b g)']—(15)

D' = (k/2(o) —(1/2a)M ) [Sco'f(a+g)

+4co'(a'k+ ag k+ adg+ bd g)

+ 2' fa(b —g)'+ a'k (b—g)'],

M = 16co4+4(o'(a'+2ag+b')+ a'(b g)'. —

These formulas can be simplified some more by again
taking advantage of the smallness of sY.

The unperiodic part of the solution was obtained by
using the conditions A+B~+B2——0 and A'+B, '+B2'
=0. This introduces new integration constants, —C
and —C', into Eq. (13). In deriving Eq. (7), the
approximations must not be applied too early, but in

the final result only.
Similar results are obtained also with other assump-

tions with respect to Ã. If Ã))m —~V, for instance, "
we have (for A~ ——A~)

where A to D' are constants that depend on ~ and the Equation (16) is valid for p —0 on]y
other parameters. p~ and p2 are solutions of the equation

( —a) (t —b) =ag.
"G. F. J. Garlick, in Solid Lurnimesceet Jtt/Iaterials (John Wiley

and Sons, Inc. , New York, 1948), pp. 87 6. In equilibrium, iV—m. .


